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The World Steel Association (worldsteel) today publishes Sustainable steel - Indicators 2020 
and steel applications. The publication features the steel industry’s sustainability 
performance via its 8 sustainability indicators and focuses on 3 key steel applications from 
a life cycle perspective: automotive, construction and packaging. 

A life cycle assessment (LCA) of a product provides a full picture of its environmental performance 
as it accounts for resource and energy consumption as well as all emissions to air, water and land. 
LCA also considers all stages of a product’s life, from the raw material extraction stage to its end-
of-life stage, including reuse and recycling. An LCA approach must therefore be considered for the 
development of appropriate legislation to ensure that the true environmental impact of products 
is assessed correctly and consistently, avoiding any unintended consequences. 

Construction, automotive and packaging are examples of three key steel market sectors where life 
cycle thinking is being incorporated into regulations or standards. A more widespread use of LCA 
in other applications is crucial to minimise the overall environmental impact of products 
throughout their whole life.  

Nine steel companies were recognised by worldsteel as Steel Sustainability Champions for their 
work in 2019; ArcelorMittal, BlueScope, China Steel Corporation, JSW Steel Limited, Nippon Steel 
Corporation, Tata Steel Europe, Tata Steel Limited, Tenaris and Ternium. Not only did they provide 
data for each of the indicators and for worldsteel’s life cycle inventory (LCI) database, but also a 
programme or initiative of these companies was shortlisted for one of the 5 categories of the 
annual Steelie Awards, or Safety and Health recognition programme. 

worldsteel uses 8 indicators to measure key aspects of the steel industry’s economic, 
environmental and social sustainability performance. A total of 104 steel companies representing 
1.1 billion tonnes of crude steel production contributed data – this covers nearly 60% of global 
crude steel production. 
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Click here for more data, a list of the contributing organisations and a detailed explanation of the 
methodology for each indicator. 
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Notes 

 The World Steel Association (worldsteel) is one of the largest and most dynamic industry 
associations in the world, with members in every major steel-producing country. 
worldsteel represents steel producers, national and regional steel industry associations, 
and steel research institutes. Members represent around 85% of global steel production. 

https://www.worldsteel.org/steel-by-topic/sustainability/sustainability-indicators.html
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